
INTRODUCTION
Last 8 years there were 22 single-vehicle accidents on motorway
A1 between km 339 and 341. Most accidents occurred in the
usual traffic, weather and road conditions (light traffic, dry road).
We asked ourselves what is the difference between this (pretty
flat) section and other sections that lead to many accidents.
Single-vehicle accidents usually occur in curves due to loss of
vehicle control (because of exceeded side friction supply) or due
to loss of vehicle stability (because of uneven deformation of
front and rear tires).
We made a few rides with test vehicle equipped with ball bank
indicator and PerformanceBox to see what happens here.
Driving speed was between 150 and 170 km/h what corresponds
with faster rides recorded on this section.
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Ball bank indicator is an inclinometer
(accelerometer) that measures side friction
in degrees on a vehicle negotiating a
horizontal curve. For example angle of 10o

corresponds with side friction factor of 0.15.

PerformanceBox is 10 hz GPS data
logger for measuring speed, lateral and
longitudinal acceleration, braking and
cornering characteristics of vehicle.
Vehicle trajectoriy can be export to
mapping softwares.

VEHICLE DYNAMIC (BICYCLE) MODEL SITE SURVEY
Data recorded by PerformanceBox on critical location

Maximum value of side friction factor was 0.15 what should
not be critical for losing vehicle control (sliding). But
transition between curves without clothoid in combination
with negative superelevation led to abrupt change of radial
acceleration (>1 m/sec3) what is few times greater than
design value (0.25). This can surprise driver, led him make
inappropriate maneuver like braking. With decreasing rear
tires inflation pressure the possibility of accident increases.
To test the hypothesis we made a vehicle dynamic model
which includes the impact of deceleration and tire pressure.

Equations of motion with respect to the axes fixed to the vehicle body:

Scenario 1: No braking         slip angles αr < αf

Radial acceleration changes according to
the path curvature and the deformation of tires. There is
neither sliding (side friction demand < side friction supply)
nor loss of vehicle stability (αr < αf).
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SIMULATION of trajectory recorded by PerformanceBox for Peugeot 307; m=1477 kg, a=1.12 m, b=1.46 m, Iz=3000 kgm2, V=185 km/h

Scenario 2: Underinflate rear tires and braking at t=11 sec         αr increases, αf decreases

There is a load distribution from rear to front tires due to braking so rear tires have to deform
more to keep the required side friction force. If in addition, rear tires are underinflated, they
have to deformate even more, possibly leading to vehicle oversteer (αr>αf) i.e. as
acceleration or speed increase radius decreases leading to further increase of radial
acceleration. This leads to the vehicle instability i.e. rotation in the direction of the radial
force and run off road accident despite attempts to correct the steering wheel.
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Radial acceleration increases and radius
decreases from 1300 to 800m after braking at
t=11 due to load transfer to the front tires.
Radial acceleration decreases after correction
of steering angle at t=11.5 (If it is not to
late!!!!).
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